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originally made a Danish translation in 2007 but sensibly decided that to reach outside the
Scandinavian countries an English translation was needed. The translation into English
was made by Peter Fisher, and, in addition to Bartholin’s main text, the book also includes
a substantial introduction written by Morten Fink-Jensen in which he places the book
in a broader historical context. As Fink-Jensen points out, this context was not only
medical and scholarly but also included a strong religious element. For Bartholin and his
contemporaries in Lutheran Denmark, anatomy was a way to get insight into the amazing
power and wisdom of the almighty God.

Apart from Fink-Jensen’s introduction and Bruun’s detailed description of and
comments to Bartholin’s text, The Anatomy House includes brief documents relating to
the state of the building as of 1676, at a time when it was slowly decaying. However, it is
Bartholin’s text of 1662 which is the central part of the book and what makes it valuable to
historians of science and medicine. This text includes not only Bartholin’s description of
the anatomical theatre but also three lengthy prospectuses written by Paulli. The material
is arranged throughout in the established scholarly fashion with the original Latin text
facing the English translation. Apart from describing some of the dissections taking place
in the anatomy house, Bartholin’s little book includes catalogues of two museums or
cabinets, one belonging to himself and the other to the University of Copenhagen, which
received it as a gift from Bartholin’s deceased cousin, the physician Henrik Fuiren. Next
to the auditorium building, Bartholin had his own house, and there, he informs the reader,
‘various items that attract the curiosity of foreign visitors may be viewed’. A long list of the
museum’s natural objects follows, some of them curious indeed. They include ‘the skeleton
of a large dog in which the lymphatic vessels were first discovered in Copenhagen’, ‘the
horn from a Greenland unicorn’ and ‘the hand and rib of a mermaid’. The collections
of Bartholin and Fuiren were interesting but unimpressive compared to the much larger
museum established by Bartholin’s uncle Ole Worm and described in detail in Worm’s
Museum Wormianium from 1655.

Bruun’s edition of The Anatomy House is a welcome contribution to the growing
scholarly literature on Danish medical history in the early modern period. It offers valuable
insight into the Copenhagen anatomical theatre and into the work of Thomas Bartholin,
the period’s most distinguished Danish medical scientist. Not only is the book informative
and carefully researched, it is also handsomely produced and includes a large number of
fine illustrations. Bartholin would have been pleased. My only, and very minor, complaint
is that the name index is mysteriously placed in the middle of the book, separate from the
subject index, and includes only persons appearing in Bartholin’s text.

Helge Kragh
Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
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There are many different ways of investigating medicine’s past. One, which has been
practised with great success by Françoise Skoda, the honorand of this volume, and her
pupils in Nice, Poitiers and, for many years, Paris, has been the careful teasing out of
the meanings of the words used by professionals and lay alike to describe all aspects of
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medicine. Skoda’s 1988 book on the metaphors used by the ancient Greeks to describe the
body in sickness and in health was a model investigation, extending with great subtlety
and learning the older etymological investigations into the medical vocabulary. This close
attention to the nuances of language has been a feature of what might be termed the French
school (although the authors in this volume come also from Spain and Italy) and requires
a greater exposure to ancient language and literature than can be gained from simple word
searches with a computer, useful though these are.

The volume is divided into six sections, beginning with etymology: how words are
formed when describing new plants or substances or even physical characteristics of
particular individuals. A shorter section deals with metaphors: the lips of a wound and
the thorax and its related words. The next two sections are both the longest and have
perhaps the greatest relevance to historians of medicine. The first looks at the meaning
and development of technical terms, from the Hippocratic Corpus through to Galen and
some medical papyri. It considers medical instruments and philosophical terms as well
as types of drugs, stressing also the fluidity of meaning even from a single author. Some
of these words develop new senses within Galen’s medicine; others, like ‘soft’, require
being put into a broad context if we wish to discover what an ancient doctor saw from the
description that was given. Often, as in section IV, the problem of interpretation involves an
author’s choice of terms: Galen’s words to describe different ages from childhood almost
to the grave say much about his method of classification as well as his independence.
Alternatively, two words for the same thing may be found in somewhat different contexts.
Latin, for example, has two words for the palm of the hand: ‘palma’ and ‘vola’. The former
is found very widely in a variety of authors, both secular and religious, whereas the latter
is almost exclusively technical (and means also the sole of the foot).

The final sections move away from ancient medicine narrowly defined. Section V
examines the use of medical words in non-medical contexts: in the plays of Aristophanes,
in a Greek epigram, by the historian Polybius and in the retelling of the myth of Hercules
and the Lernaean hydra. They show how far medical terms had penetrated into a wider
vocabulary, a further example of the fluidity of the Greek medical world. The last three
essays extend the chronological scope of the volume, looking at the translation of terms
from Greek into Arabic and medieval Latin, the words used to describe a pregnant woman
in various European languages (with English the most prolific and, certainly compared
with French, the sloppiest) and the adoption into French and English of medical adjectives
ending in -iac/-iaque (eg., insomniac/-aque). Some of them, mostly rare and technical, have
their origin in Latin (and often derive from the Greek), but others, such as paranoiac/-aque,
have no direct classical source but developed in both languages at the end of the nineteenth
century as part of an explosion of new ideas about the body and disease.

This is a volume of high, if at times austere, scholarship. Anyone interested in Greek
and Latin will need to consult it and will derive much benefit from it. It is a worthy tribute
to Skoda, showing not only the quality of the teaching she has imparted to many of the
authors but also the affection that she has inspired in all those who have met her.

Vivian Nutton
Department of History of Medicine,

First Moscow State Medical University, Russia
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